The imperious dictator bellows “Sieg Heil!” and the surrounding mass resounds in thunderous choruses. One black hole MACHO and millions of dark matter WIMPs have played out similar tales of conquest and domination throughout the history of human civilizations. The “great leader” MACHO embodies a Dark Numinosity archetype* (malefic abusers of societies by their profound insight into human personality, with its spiritual component). Black hole MACHOs snuff out the light of consciousness, and those who get within its gravitational attraction are consumed. In supersymmetry and sprouted out of its core, black hole MACHOs electrify the enveloping dark matter with diatribes which fuse into WIMPs, transforming them into a new particle, a “superior race.”

Disciples colluding, but not colliding with, black hole MACHOs operationalize gamma rays of national policies such as “ethnic cleansing,” concentration camps, gas chambers, and cremation ovens. They systematically participate in annihilating national sub-cultures, unaffiliated political groups, and wealthy neighbors. Significant financial resources are devoted to ultimate gamma ray devices by the manufacture of sophisticated thermonuclear weapons. Internally, though, the disciple’s family members are often consumed by their dark toxicity by engaging in lethal behaviors of suicide, drug and alcohol abuse, and compulsive and reckless behavior—including volunteering for combat units in the “glorious cause.”
There is a theoretical psychological analogy to the gravitational mass differences in MACHOs and WIMPs which postulates that consciousness is relegated to about 10% of our mind/brain, with the other 90% being comprised of the unconscious. As dark matter is undetectable so is the human psyche invisible. At the core, nothing is yet really known of its identity, only that which might be inferred by behavior—often historically dark within individuals.

In yet another perspective, divine inspiration is mythologized in the gravitational lensing of a hidden god-construct blocked by a powerful black hole MACHO, whose over-possessed mass blots out direct spiritual inspiration but who, nevertheless, cannot obliterate the bent light of a sublime embodiment. Consciousness is capable of imaginal constructions, even to the point of evaluating and rejecting imposed religious dogmas or statutory laws.

The profound difference between humans and cosmic forces is that humans can be self-reflective and can choose their own nature, to a lesser or greater degree. Self-illumination dispels psychic darkness and permits individuals to better embrace life-enhancing behaviors. Too often though, human history reflects celestial chaos and destructiveness, leaving us with the Hermetic refrain:

As above, so below.

*MACHO: Massive Astrophysical Compact Halo Objects (Black Holes)*

*WIMP: Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (Dark Matter)*